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PNEUMATIC CORDLESS NAILER - with PKT-HYBRID technology made by 
PREBENA for half-head and round-head nails up to 100 mm.  

Completely independent of gas cartridge, power cord and hose, the new pneumatic cordless 
nailers by PREBENA can be used anywhere and offer maximum working freedom. 

With the patented cartridge nailer system PKT, short for PREBENA Kartuschentechnik, the 
company already had a mobile pneumatic cartridge system in its portfolio. This system is 
now combined with the powerful CAS battery technology. "Compressed air devices still make 
up the majority of our products," says Werner Rücklinger, Managing Director of PREBENA. 
"Nevertheless, we see battery technology as the future of mobile working. We want to offer 
our customers both technologies - and that's why we decided on the new PKT-HYBRID line. 
And with a cross-manufacturer battery system such as CAS (Cordless Alliance System), our 
customers can now use even more machines and equipment that they need in their everyday 
work beyond fasteners." In this respect the special tools for woodworking from Mafell in 
combination with the broad product range from Metabo, for example, are the perfect addition 
to the PREBENA range, says Rücklinger. "Let's take a roofer: for fastening work such as 
removing substructures and support brackets, he takes a cordless hammer drill from Metabo. 
He cuts the roof battens with a cordless plunge saw from Mafell and then fastens them with a 
cordless nailer from PREBENA."  

The new PKT-HYBRID range initially consists of 2 models, one round-head and one half-
head strip nailer, equipped with a short or long magazine for nails up to 100 mm in length. All 
this in a very compact design. 

The PKT-8-RKP100 is suitable for paper-bound round head strip nails Type RKP (with) up to 
100 mm nail length. The PKT-8-PR100 processes paper-bound half-head nails (D-head) 
Type PR also up to 100 mm nail length. 

A new type of magazine for round-headed nails - until now, these were only produced in 
plastic magazines - the nails are paper-bound and can be processed without leaving any 
residue. 

Both devices have enormous shooting power, speed and the necessary battery power to 
drive nails with a length between 65 and 100 millimetres and a shaft diameter of 2.8 to 3.1 
millimetres at 1.5 shots per second. 

PREBENA's pneumatic cordless nailers equipped with "Optiwear Technology" are wear-
optimised and easy to maintain. In addition, they are weather-independent and can be used 
indoors (and outdoors). 

The devices are "Made in Germany" and easy to operate via the touch display. Adjustable 
single or contact triggering and the quick charging system enable fast work. 

Empty-shot safety, depth adjustment, belt hook and removable magazine, are part of the 
standard equipment. 

http://www.prebena.de/
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Battery compressor VITAS 100-AKKU 

PREBENA‘s new 18 volt battery compressor VITAS 100-AKKU from PREBENA is also 
operated with batteries from the manufacturer-independent battery system CAS (Cordless 
Alliance System). This means that pneumatic cartridge nailers and cordless compressors 
can be operated with the same batteries. 

The compact piston compressor with brushless motor is ideal for mobile use on the 
construction site. With a weight of 10 kg and a size of 330 x 310 x 390 mm, it is easy to 
transport and rubberised feet guarantee safe use. The PREBENA VITAS 100-AKKU is oil-
free and thus ensures minimal maintenance and service requirements. It offers a maximum 
pressure of 8 bar, which can be adjusted via a pressure reducer with manometer, suitable for 
each tool. A control panel with pressure gauges for boiler and outlet pressure, as well as a 
universal coupling for all common connection systems, guarantee easy operation.  

The battery compressor promises low energy consumption and a correspondingly long 
runtime, so that the performance is comparable to a cable device. 

 

CAS (Cordless Alliance System) – approx. 280 machines - 26 brands - 1 battery 

The CAS combines a wide variety of manufacturers from different sectors under one "battery 
roof": Within the system, tools, machines, chargers and battery packs are 100% compatible 
and can be combined in any way. More than 230 powerful battery products are available in 
the 18 volt class. 

Based on the powerful Metabo LiHD battery technology, CAS brings together the most 
diverse trades under one roof and thus offers professional users the freedom to work with 
standard and special products from various manufacturers in a mobile and flexible manner, 
far away from the power socket.  

More about CAS at: www.cordless-alliance-system.com.  

Further information at: www.prebena.com 
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